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ver the past 30 years, Kohn−Sham density functional theory
(KS-DFT) has become the most robust and popular electronic structure method for chemistry and condensed-matter
physics. However, the accuracy of KS-DFT depends on the quality
of the exchange−correlation functional, and an exact functional is
unknown (1). Much effort has been devoted to the development of
better approximations to the exchange−correlation functional.
Useful functionals should be accurate and economical to use,
because the high performance-to-cost ratio is the leading driver of
the widespread use of KS-DFT. Particularly well positioned on the
performance-to-cost scale are functionals that depend only on
local properties, which are called local functionals, especially by
chemists (they are also called “semilocal,” especially by physicists;
here we use “local”). Local density functionals usually depend on
local spin densities [ρσ ðrÞ, σ = α, β, where r is a point in real space]
and their gradients (j∇ρσ j) and sometimes also on the spin-specific
kinetic energy density τσ ðrÞ, which, in atomic units, is given by
nσ
P
ð1=2Þ j∇ψ iσ ðrÞj2, where ψ iσ is the spatial part of an occupied
i=1

Kohn−Sham spin orbital, and nσ is the number of occupied spin
orbitals of spin σ. Local functionals do not include nonlocal
Hartree−Fock exchange energy or nonlocal correlation energy.
An exact density functional cannot be an explicit and differentiable functional of the density, local or nonlocal (2), but local
approximations are still preferred for a wide variety of applications (3–6), and they have been widely used in both chemistry
and solid-state physics. A main reason is that local functionals
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1705670114

require less computational cost than nonlocal functionals (7–11)
in plane wave codes and for large molecules when density-fitting
algorithms are used (12–14) in Gaussian basis function codes;
thus they are more suitable for practical computations on simulations of complex systems, macromolecules, and condensedphase systems treated with periodic boundary conditions. In
addition, local functionals are usually more accurate for systems
containing transition metals (TMs) where density-based exchange functionals can describe the static correlation better than
Hartree−Fock exchange (15, 16). Thirdly, local functionals often
provide more-accurate bond lengths and vibrational frequencies
for molecules at equilibrium geometries than do functionals that
contain Hartree–Fock exchange, which are called hybrid functionals (17, 18).
The Minnesota 2006 local functional (M06-L) (19), which was
published in 2006, is a local meta-generalized gradient approximation (meta-GGA, where meta denotes dependence on τσ ) that
was parameterized against several molecular databases. M06-L has
broad accuracy for main-group thermochemistry, thermochemical
kinetics, metallochemical and noncovalent interactions, bond
lengths, and vibrational frequencies; for example, it has been found
to perform well in a variety of tests against accurate and experimental data. However, M06-L still has room for improvement in
terms of overall accuracy, numerical stability, required fineness of
integration grids, and self-consistent field (SCF) convergence. For
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We present the revM06-L functional, which we designed by optimizing against a larger database than had been used for Minnesota
2006 local functional (M06-L) and by using smoothness restraints. The
optimization strategy reduced the number of parameters from 34 to
31 because we removed some large terms that increased the required
size of the quadrature grid and the number of self-consistent-field
iterations. The mean unsigned error (MUE) of revM06-L on 422 chemical energies is 3.07 kcal/mol, which is improved from 3.57 kcal/mol
calculated by M06-L. The MUE of revM06-L for the chemical reaction
barrier height database (BH76) is 1.98 kcal/mol, which is improved by
more than a factor of 2 with respect to the M06-L functional. The
revM06-L functional gives the best result among local functionals
tested for the noncovalent interaction database (NC51), with an MUE
of only 0.36 kcal/mol, and the MUE of revM06-L for the solid-state
lattice constant database (LC17) is half that for M06-L. The revM06-L
functional also yields smoother potential curves, and it predicts moreaccurate results than M06-L for seven out of eight diversified test sets
not used for parameterization. We conclude that the revM06-L
functional is well suited for a broad range of applications in chemistry
and condensed-matter physics.

Table 1. MUE (kcal/mol) for the AME422 database and
its subdatabases
Functional
Local
MN15-L
revM06-L
M06-L
GAM
τ-HCTH
TPSS
VSXC
PBE
Nonlocal
MN15
M06
B97-1
M06-2X
ωB97X-D
M08-HX
B3LYP
PBE0

MGBE137* TMBE33† BH76‡ NC51§ EE18{ AME422#
1.58
2.01
2.37
2.65
2.80
2.79
2.45
4.94

5.16
6.72
5.46
6.24
7.83
8.36
7.77
10.88

1.66
1.98
3.98
5.25
6.39
8.31
4.91
8.87

0.45
0.36
0.42
0.77
0.84
0.89
1.68
0.88

3.71
7.50
7.71
6.93
14.02
7.58
7.63
7.69

2.32
3.07
3.57
4.56
5.42
5.47
6.13
7.85

1.32
1.86
1.90
1.91
2.30
2.88
3.07
2.69

5.54
7.60
5.26
19.11
8.70
17.59
7.32
10.18

1.36
2.16
3.89
1.18
3.05
0.97
4.39
3.83

0.20
0.35
0.53
0.23
0.30
0.25
0.81
0.55

6.28
8.45
7.31
7.86
8.30
5.78
6.58
6.85

2.24
2.84
3.20
3.35
3.38
3.57
4.80
5.22

*The MGBE137 database consists of SR-MGM-BE9, SR-MGN-BE107, MRMGM-BE4, and MR-MGN-BE17.
†
The TMBE33 database consists of SR-TM-BE17, MR-TM-BE13, and MR-TMD-BE3.
‡
The BH76 database consists of HTBH38/08 and NHTBH38/08.
§
The NC51 database consists of NGDWI21 and NCCE30.
{
The EE18 database consists of 3dEE8, 4dAEE5, and pEE5.
#
The AME422 database consists all of the 25 subdatabases.

instance, the mean unsigned error (MUE) of M06-L for the
BH76 chemical reaction barrier height database is 4.0 kcal/mol,
which is significantly larger than more-recent local functionals,
such as Minnesota 2011 local functional (M11-L) (20), Minnesota
nonseparable 2012 local functional (MN12-L) (21), and Minnesota
nonseparable 2015 local functional (MN15-L) (17). In addition,
M06-L sometimes lacks computational stability and requires
finer grid sizes for convergence (22, 23).
Like other functionals, M06-L is not uniformly accurate for
various types of interactions. Especially noteworthy is that the
lattice constants of solids predicted by M06-L have larger errors than those obtained by several other local functionals, such
as local density approximation, revised Tao–Perdew–Staroverov–
Scuseria functional (revTPSS) (24), and meta-GGA made
simple 2 (MGGA_MS2) (25).
In this work, to achieve higher across-the-board accuracy and to
improve the accuracy for chemical reaction barrier heights, noncovalent interactions, and lattice constants, we reparameterized the
M06-L functional by fitting to a larger database including both
molecular and solid-state data. The resulting functional is named
revM06-L. Furthermore, similar to the previous gradient approximation for molecules (GAM) (26), MN15-L (17), and Minnesota
nonseparable 2015 functional (MN15) (18), smoothness restraints on
the fitting parameters were used during fitting procedure. We also
removed some large electronic integral terms in the functional,
which requires finer quadrature grid size to converge the energy.
By introducing the smoothness restraints and removing the large
integral terms, we were able to make the revM06-L functional less
sensitive to the size of quadrature grid and require a smaller
number of SCF iterations.
Results and Discussion
All parameters were optimized in a self-consistent fashion, and
full details of the functionals and their optimization are provided
in SI Appendix. All calculations were carried out using a locally
modified version (27) of the Gaussian 09 (28) program. Minnesota Database 2015A (17, 26) was used as the training dataset,
8488 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1705670114

as summarized in SI Appendix, Table S1. SI Appendix, Table S2
gives the values of the linear parameters of the final revM06-L
functional. We find that, as a result of the smoothness restraints
that were added in the optimization, the parameters in revM06-L
are much smaller than those in M06-L. In addition, as mentioned
in the Introduction, we also removed some large terms. As a
result, the total number of parameters in revM06-L is reduced to
31, compared with 34 parameters in the original M06-L functional. The final functional form has 32 terms.
In this work, in addition to comparing the results of revM06-L
with those of the original M06-L (19) functional, we also selected
some other functionals for comparison. In previous work (17, 18,
26), we calculated the entire database of 422 atomic and molecular
energies (AME422) with a large number of density functionals.
Here, based on those evaluations, we chose for comparison the
functional of each type [gradient approximation (GA), meta-GA,
hybrid GA, and hybrid meta-GA] that gives the lowest MUE
for AME422. The functionals thus selected in each category are
GAM (26) in GAs, MN15-L (17) in meta-GAs, Becke 1997
revision-1 functional (B97-1) (29) in hybrid GAs, and MN15
(18) in hybrid meta-GAs. (Note that a GA may be either a
GGA or a nonseparable GA.) We also selected one of the most
popular functionals in each of these four categories, namely,
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional (PBE) (30) in GAs, TPSS
(31) in meta-GAs, Becke 3-parameter Lee–Yang–Parr functional (B3LYP) (32–34) in hybrid GAs, and Minnesota 2006
with-double-Hartree–Fock-exchange functional (M06-2X) (14)
in hybrid meta-GAs. In addition, in Table 1, we also compare
the results to those of some other functionals chosen as representative of other approaches, in particular Van Voorhis–
Scuseria exchange-correlation functional (VSXC) (35) and
meta Hamprecht–Cohen–Tozer–Handy functional (τ-HCTH)
(36) as meta-GGAs, range-separated Becke 1997 functional
with nonzero Hartree–Fock exchange for all interelectronic
distances and with molecular mechanics dispersion (ωB97X-D)
(37) as a range-separated hybrid GGA with molecular mechanics
damped dispersion, and Minnesota 2006 functional (M06) (14)
and Minnesota 2008 high-Hartree–Fock-exchange functional
(M08-HX) (38) as hybrid meta-GGAs. In a few of the comparisons of results for the nontraining test sets, we also compare
with results for a few other functionals.
Atomic and Molecular Energies. Table 1 shows the performance for
the full set of atomic and molecular energies in the last column,
and for selected interesting subsets in earlier columns, in particular

Fig. 1. The percentage change in MUEs of revM06-L relative to M06-L on atomic
and molecular energetic databases (subdatabases of AME22). The ordinate is
[MUE(revM06-L)–MUE(M06-L)]/MUE(M06-L). The MR-TMD-BE3 subdatabase is not
included in the figure.
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Functional

Type

LC17

SBG31

HSE06
revM06-L
MN15-L
TPSS
M06-L
PBE
VSXC
GAM
τ-HCTH
MN15

RS-hybrid GGA
Meta-GGA
Meta-NGA
Meta-GGA
Meta-GGA
GGA
Meta-GGA
NGA
Meta-GGA
Hybrid meta-NGA

0.041
0.041
0.046
0.055
0.080
0.068
0.078
0.092
0.107
NA

0.26
0.45
0.80
0.85
0.73
0.98
0.97
0.99
0.92
0.92

for 137 main-group bond energies (MGBE137), 33 TM bond energies (TMBE33), 76 reaction barrier heights (BH76), 51 noncovalent
interaction energies (NC51), and 18 p-block and transition metal
excitation energies (EE18).
Table 1 shows that the revM06-L functional gives better results
than M06-L for MGBE137, BH76, NC51, EE18, and AME422, and
it gives the fourth best results overall among the 16 local and nonlocal functionals listed in Table 1, with an MUE of 3.1 kcal/mol. The
three best-performing functionals in Table 1 for AME422 are MN15,
MN15-L, and M06, with MUEs of 2.2 kcal/mol to 2.8 kcal/mol.
The performance of revM06-L on barrier heights (BH76) is
significantly improved compared with M06-L, decreasing the
MUE from 4.0 kcal/mol to 2.0 kcal/mol. For barrier heights,
revM06-L trails only one local functional, MN15-L, and it also
outperforms five hybrid functionals shown in Table 1. Most
density functionals (with MN15 being the prime exception) do
not give accurate results for both barrier heights and TM bond
energies. For example, the two functionals in Table 1 with the
best results for BH76, M08-HX and M06-2X, predict the worst
results for TMBE33. Only MN15-L, MN15, and revM06-L have
an MUE below 7.0 kcal/mol for TMBE33 and below 2.0 kcal/mol
for BH76.
It is difficult to predict weak noncovalent interactions accurately by local density functionals (39) without nonlocal electron
correlation (40, 41) or empirical van der Waals corrections (42).
Nevertheless, the functional form designed for M06-type functionals enables them to describe weak noncovalent interactions
at van der Waals geometries, where the electron densities of the
interacting partners overlap. Table 1 shows that, among local
functionals, revM06-L gives the lowest MUE for noncovalent
interactions (NC51).
Furthermore, Table 1 shows that revM06-L gives the secondlowest MUE for MGBE137 among local functionals, and it gives
better results for EE18 than M06-L.
Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S5 show a detailed comparison
of MUEs for all 25 atomic and molecular energy (AME) subdatabases between M06-L and revM06-L. The revM06-L functional gives a lower MUE for 15 of the 25 subdatabases, and, in
12 of these 15 cases, the difference is more than 10%. In particular, the performances on three subdatabases of main-group
bond energies (SR-MGM-BE9, SR-MGN-BE107, and MRMGN-BE17) and two subdatabases of TM bond energies (SRTM-BE17 and MR-TM-BE13) are all improved. However, the
accuracy on MR-TMD-BE3 becomes worse. Notably, the MUEs
of revM06-L for HTBH38/08, NHTBH38/08, NGDWI21,
4dAEE5, IsoL6/11, AE17, and DC9/12 are all 30 to 60% lower
than those of M06-L.
Molecular Structure Database. SI Appendix, Table S6 shows the
performance of revM06-L on the molecular structure database
Wang et al.

(MS10), including six diatomic bond lengths of light-atom molecules (DGL6) and four diatomic bond lengths of molecules with
Zn, Br, or Ag (DGH4). The revM06-L functional gives the
second-best result (MUE = 0.009 Å) for DGH4, trailing only
MN15, which has an MUE of 0.008 Å vs. 0.011 Å for M06-L. The
revM06-L functional gives the fourth-lowest MUE of 0.009 Å for
the full MS10 among 22 functionals in SI Appendix, Table S6, with
MN15, MN15-L, and PBE0 being the top three with MUEs of
0.006, 0.008, and 0.008 Å, respectively. We conclude that the
revM06-L functional can provide good bond lengths for molecular
structures.
Solid-State Databases. Table 2 shows the MUEs of 16 functionals
[representative local functionals and HSE06 (43), which is a
screened-exchange hybrid-GGA] on two solid-state databases:
17 lattice constants (LC17, a training set) and 31 semiconductor
band gaps (SBG31, a nontraining test set). These calculations
were carried out with periodic boundary conditions as discussed
in previous work (15, 17, 18, 44). Table 2 shows that the MUE of
revM06-L for LC17 is reduced to 0.041 Å from 0.080 Å for M06-L,
and the MUE for SBG31 is reduced to 0.45 eV from 0.73 eV. The
new revM06-L gives the best results among all local functionals
in Table 2 for both LC17 and SBG31. Therefore, the revM06-L
functional has the across-the-board accuracy for both chemistry
and physics databases adopted in this work.
Performance of revM06-L on Nontraining Test Sets. The revM06-L
functional has been tested against nontraining databases (see
SI Appendix, Table S3), including semiconductor band gaps
(SBG31), noncovalently bound complexes (S66 and S66x8),
vertical excitation energies (EE69), TM coordination reactions
(WCCR10), TM reaction barrier heights (TMBH21), TM dimer
equilibrium bond lengths (TMDBL7), alkyl bond dissociation
energies (ABDE13), and transition state geometries (TSG48).
SBG31 was already discussed in Solid-State Databases; here we
discuss the other seven.
The S66 database (45) has benchmark interaction energies of
66 noncovalent binding complexes at the equilibrium van der
Waals geometry, and it can be divided into three subdatabases:
damped-dispersion-dominated complexes (DD23), hydrogenbonded complexes (HB23), and complexes dominated by a mix
of damped dispersion and electrostatic interactions (Mix20). The
S66x8 database includes the S66 dataset and also contains accurate interaction energies for these 66 complexes at seven other
interaction distances; as a result, the S66x8 database has 528 interaction energies. Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Table S8 show the
results for 13 functionals for the S66 database, its subdatabases,
and the S66x8 database (18, 46). As shown in Fig. 2, the revM06-L
functional performs better than M06-L, M06, and MN15-L. The
revM06-L gives better results than the other four local functionals
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Table 2. MUEs for lattice constants (LC17: nearest-neighbor
distances in angstroms) and semiconductor band gaps
(SBG31 in electron volts)

Fig. 2. The MUEs (kilocalories per mole) of 10 selected density functionals
for the S66 and S66x8 databases and subdatabases.
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Fig. 3. The MUEs (in electron volts) of 15 selected methods for the vertical
excitation energies of 30 valence states and 39 Rydberg states and for all
69 transitions. The numerical labels represent the percentages of Hartree–
Fock exchange; when a range is indicated, the first value corresponds to
small interelectronic separation, and the second corresponds to large interelectronic separation. WFT, wave function theory.

in SI Appendix, Table S8 for DD23, Mix20, S66, and S66x8, although M06-L is better for HB23. The revM06-L functional is
better than six of the eight nonlocal functionals in the table for
DD23, better than four of them for S66 and S66x8, better than two
for Mix20, and better than one for HB23. Note that SI Appendix,
Table S8 includes PW6B95-D3(BJ) (47, 48), a hybrid meta-GGA
with molecular mechanics corrections; this functional is included
because it has been emphasized elsewhere (49) that PB6B95 with
a D3-type dispersion correction has broad accuracy, and SI Appendix, Table S8 bears this out.
Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Table S9 show the results for timedependent density functional calculation of valence and Rydberg
excitation energies of 11 organic molecules (EE69) using various
functionals. The data for other functionals were reported in
previous studies (50, 51). As shown in Fig. 3, hybrid functionals
give the best performance on EE69; the functional that performs
best is MN15 with an MUE of 0.26 eV for all states. The revM06-L
functional performs approximately equally well for valence and
Rydberg excitation energies and reduces the overall MUE of
0.73 eV for M06-L to 0.51 eV so that it gives the best overall
performance for EE69 among local functionals; it even outperforms some hybrid functionals, e.g., PBE0 (52), B3LYP, and
M06 with MUEs of, respectively, 0.55, 0.67, and 0.88 eV for
all states.
Table 3 and SI Appendix, Table S10 show the performance of
several representative functionals for the transition-metal
coordination-complex reaction database (WCCR10). The

revM06-L, M06-L, ωB97X (53), and ωB97X-D results are calculated in the present study. The MN15, MN15-L, and GAM
results are taken from ref. 18. All other results are taken from
ref. 54. Table 3 shows that the revM06-L functional gives the best
results for WCCR10 among functionals presented in this table.
The MUE of revM06-L is 4.8 kcal/mol, which is improved from
5.2 kcal/mol given by M06-L.
The database of transition-metal reaction barrier heights
(TMBH21) involving Mo, W, Zr, and Re (55–57) was tested, and
the results are given in SI Appendix, Table S11. Although the
revM06-L functional performs worse on the reaction barrier
heights of molecules containing W and Zr than M06-L, revM06-L
still gives lower average MUE for TMBH21 than M06-L, owing
to reduced MUEs on reactions with elements Mo and Re. Re
data are not involved in the training set, but revM06-L gives the
best results for Re among all local functionals and ranks fifth
among the 15 functionals presented in SI Appendix, Table S11.
Moreover, only one local functional, MN15-L, gives lower average
MUE for TMBH21 than revM06-L. The good performance of
revM06-L for TMBE33 in Table 1 and TMBH21 in SI Appendix, Table S11 and the excellent performance for WCCR10
in Table 3 make revM06-L a good choice of functional for TM
chemistry.
SI Appendix, Table S12 shows the results of 13 functionals (seven
local functionals and six hybrid functionals) for the homonuclear
transition-metal dimer bond length database (58) (TMDBL7). The
revM06-L functional performs slightly worse than M06-L. However,
the results for TMDBL7 given by M06-L and revM06-L are very
close, with MUEs of 0.034 and 0.037 Å, respectively. SI Appendix,
Table S12 shows that local functionals predict more-accurate
equilibrium bond lengths than hybrid functionals for TM dimers. The five best-performing functionals for this database are
MGGA_MS2 (22, 25), MN15-L, M06-L, revM06-L, and LSDA,
with MUEs(2) between 0.028 Å and 0.043 Å, whereas ωB97X-D
has an MUE of 0.085 Å.
Thirteen alkyl bond dissociation energies (ABDE13) in the SRMGN-BE database of Minnesota Database 2015B (18) are also
taken as a test set in this study. The results of 21 functionals on
ABDE13 are shown in SI Appendix, Table S13. The revM06-L
functional significantly improves the result for ABDE13 compared
with M06-L, lowering the MUE from 5.4 kcal/mol to 2.4 kcal/mol.
Furthermore, revM06-L gives the best result among 11 local functionals in SI Appendix, Table S13. The MUE of 2.4 kcal/mol is close
to the MUE of 2.0 kcal/mol that revM06-L gives for the
MGBE137 database in the training set (Table 1 and SI Appendix,
Table S4). Therefore, the accuracy of the revM06-L functional does
transfer well from the training database to a nontraining test set.

Table 3. MUEs (kilocalories per mole) for ligand dissociation
energies of large cationic transition-metal complexes (WCCR10)
Functional

Type

WCCR10

revM06-L
MN15
M06-L
MN15-L
PBE0
GAM
ωB97X-D
PBE
TPSS
B3LYP

Meta-GGA
Hybrid meta-NGA
Meta-GGA
Meta-NGA
Hybrid GGA
NGA
RS-hybrid GGA+MM*
GGA
GGA
Hybrid GGA

4.81
5.04
5.24
5.46
6.40
6.60
7.29
7.58
7.84
9.30

*MM denotes molecular mechanics dispersion corrections to the SCF energy.
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Fig. 4. Kr−Kr potential curve calculated by M06-L and revM06-L with the
(99, 590) grid and the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set compared with the experimental curve.
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Potential Energy Curves of Rare Gas and Water Dimers. The potential curves calculated for rare gas dimers Ar2 and Kr2 using
revM06-L and M06-L with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set and a grid
having 99 radial shells and 590 angular points per shell for each
atom are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Fig. 4. The calculated
curves are also compared with experimental results (60). The
figures show that the revM06-L functional provides much more
accurate binding curves for Ar2 and Kr2 than does M06-L. Although the binding energies of these two dimers near the equilibrium geometries are in the NGDWI21 database of the training
set, it is encouraging that the potential curves as functions of
internuclear distance are reasonable, although the long-range
tail is missing because KS-DFT with a local functional does
not predict the long-range dispersion in the region where the
interacting charge clouds do not overlap. The M06-L potential
curves yield too-shallow minima for these two systems. Moreover, the equilibrium binding distances calculated by M06-L are
0.3 Å to 0.5 Å larger than the experimental ones. In contrast, the
revM06-L functional not only gives the accurate binding energy
near the equilibrium but also predicts accurate equilibrium distances for both Ar2 and Kr2.
The calculated potential curves for Ar2 and Kr2 by revM06-L
are also much smoother than those obtained with M06-L. It has
been reported that the grid errors exhibited by the M06 suite of
functionals arise from integration errors in the exchange−correlation component of the energy (23). At least 250 radial shells are
required to make the potential curves of rare gas dimers smooth
with M06-L (25). As shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Fig. 4, the
potential curves of Ar2 and Kr2 calculated by the revM06-L
functional are already smooth with the (99, 590) grid, because
we used smoothness restraints on the fitting parameters and
also removed some large electronic integral terms in the functional form. In contrast, the potential curves calculated by
M06-L show some oscillations, which may cause computational
instability when estimating small energy changes. We conclude
that the grid requirements are greatly reduced for the revM06-L
functional.
Water dimer potential curves calculated by M06-L, revM06-L,
MP2, and CCSD(T) with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set are shown
in SI Appendix, Fig. S3. The curve calculated by revM06-L is
closer to the CCSD(T) result than is the M06-L curve, especially
in the region where the distance is longer than the equilibrium
one, even though the training set has only one binding energy of
the water dimer in the NCCE30 database. Therefore, we conclude that the revM06-L functional is more suitable than M06-L
for molecular dynamics simulation involving water.

Wang et al.

Conclusions
This work presents a revised version, called revM06-L, of the
M06-L exchange−correlation functional for KS-DFT. The aim of
this study was to reparameterize the M06-L functional form for
better across-the-board accuracy and more computational stability for both chemistry and condensed-matter physics problems. We removed some large integral terms in the functional
form because they demand a finer grid size and more SCF iterations, and then we optimized the revM06-L functional with
smoothness restraints against Minnesota Database 2015A. As a
result of the smoothness restraints, the parameters in revM06-L
are much smaller than those in M06-L, and the number of
parameters in revM06-L is reduced from 34 to 31; furthermore,
the revM06-L functional gives smoother potential curves for
rare gas dimers, with reduced grid errors and improved computational stability.
The overall performance of revM06-L on AME422 is improved
over M06-L, with the MUE decreased from 3.6 kcal/mol to
3.1 kcal/mol. The performance of revM06-L for chemical reaction
barrier heights (BH76), noncovalent interactions (NC51), and
solid-state lattice constants (LC17) is especially significantly
improved.
Because revM06-L and MN15-L are the two best-performing
local functionals if judged by the overall MUE in Table 1, it is
useful to compare them in more detail. For the 25 AME subdatabases in SI Appendix, Table S5, MN15-L has an MUE that is
lower by more than 1% for 19 of them. For isomerization energies of large molecules and bond energies of multireference
TM dimers, the two functionals have MUEs that agree within
1%, but revM06-L has a smaller MUE for the following four
subdatabases: absolute atomic energies of atoms, bond energies
of single-reference main-group metals, noncovalent complexation energies, and hydrocarbon chemistry (by, respectively, 36%,
29%, 25%, and 13%). The revM06-L functional also has a
smaller MUE for diatomic geometries of heavy-atom molecules
(by 36%), for solid-state lattice constants (by 11%), and for
semiconductor band gaps (by 44%). Note that semiconductor
band gaps were not included in the training set. The ultimate
usefulness of the various functionals will likely only emerge,
however, after they are applied to many more problems to see
how well they withstand the test of time.
For the nontraining test sets, the revM06-L functional gives
the best results among all local functionals for databases of
semiconductor band gaps (SBG31), noncovalent interactions
(S66), excitation energies (EE69), transition-metal coordination
reactions (WCCR10), and alkyl bond dissociation energies
(ABDE13). In addition, revM06-L gives the second-best results
(behind MN15-L) among local functionals for TM reaction
barrier heights (TMBH21). For WCCR10, revM06-L even performs better than all hybrid functionals tested in this work and
previous studies by us and other researchers.
Local functionals are computationally efficient for solid-state
systems with plane wave basis sets, and therefore revM06-L is
especially suitable for practical computations on simulations of
condensed-phase systems.
We conclude that the revM06-L functional is well suited for
a broad range of applications in chemistry and condensed-matter
physics.
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A challenging problem for local functionals is to predict geometries of transition state structures, which are first-order
saddle points for chemical reactions. To examine this question,
SI Appendix, Table S14 shows the results of TSGs in the
TSG48 subdatabase (59), which contains 48 TSG data (in particular, internuclear distances in transition state structures) for
16 main-group reactions. As shown in SI Appendix, Table S14,
hybrid functionals generally predict more-accurate TSGs than
local functionals. The revM06-L functional gives better results
for TSG48 than does M06-L; the respective MUEs are 0.052 and
0.070 Å. The revM06-L functional also gives a lower MUE than
do 14 of the other 17 local functionals in SI Appendix, Table S14,
with M11-L, MN15-L, and MN12-L being the top three, with
MUEs of 0.035 Å to 0.047 Å. The revM06-L functional also
outperforms several hybrid functionals, including the widely
used B3LYP, which has an MUE of 0.065 Å. Note that no
transition-state geometric data were used for optimization of any
of the functionals.
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